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Abstract
Conditions of massed and distributed practice were studied using
a within-subjects design in a situation involving computerized spelling.
drills.

In the distributed condition, two sets of three words each

were presented once every other day over a period of six days.

The

learning trials on six other sets of words were massed so that all of
the trials for that set occurred on the same day.
fifth graders.

Subjects were 29

The probability of a correct response for words in the

massed condition was higher than that for the distributed condition
during the learning sessions, but on retention tests (given 10 and 20
days later) the words learned under distributed practice ~ere better
remembered.

A mathematical model of the learning process is presented

and shown to provide a fairly adequate account of the experimental
data.
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INTRODUCTION
Computer-assisted instruction (CAl) refers to an instructional
procedure which utilizes a computer to control part, or all, of the
selection, sequencing, and evaluation of instructional materials.

Over

the last four years, the Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social
Sciences at Stanford University has been developing a CAl system for
regular classroom usage (Atkinson, 1967).

One mode of this development

is referred to by Suppes (1966) as the "drill and practice systems."
These systems are intended to supplement the instruction which occurs
in the classroom.

They are designed to improve - through practice -

the skills and concepts which are introduced by the classroom teacher.
Currently, computer controlled drills are being given to approximately
800 students in six schools in five different communities.

Some of the

students have been receiving daily drills in arithmetic (Suppes, Jerman,
and Groen, 1965) while others have been receiving drills in spelling.
This study made use of the equipment and students in the school which
has been involved in drill and practice in spelling.
In the stUdy to be reported here, the presentation routine for each
spelling word was the same: an audio system presented the words, the
student typed the word, and the computer evaluated the student's answer.
If the response was correct, the computer typed " .•. C.•• "; if incorrect,

" .••X••. ", followed by the correct spelling of the word.

If the

response was not given within a predetermined length of time, the
message

"

•
. . •TU. . • II , meanlng

llt,

•
.•.
lme lS
up II , was prlnted.

A flow chart

summarizing this procedure is given in Fig. 1.

insert Fig. 1 about here

These CAl drill and practice systems lend themselves nicely to the
study of many experimental variables.

One persistent problem in design-

ing instructional systems is the specification of optimal procedures for
presenting material.

Indeed, the spacing of learning sessions has already

received considerable experimental investigation, yet the
optimal spacing has not been resolved.

~uestion

of

For example, assume that we have

six days in which to teach a list of 24 spelling words, and that each
daily session is arranged so that 24 presentations can be made.
practice schedule would produce the best results?

What

One might select a

different set of four words each day and on that day present each word
six times.

At the other extreme, one could present each of the 24 words

once per day.

In both schemes a given word would be presented for study

on six different occasions, but in one condition all of the repetitions
for a given word would occur on one day whereas in the other scheme they
would be distributed over six days.

We could say that the two extremes

represent, respectively, massed and distributed practice, although this
terminology is somewhat at variance with the classical usage of these
terms.

The preponderance of experimental evidence indicates that, for

the same amount of practice, learning is better when practice is distributed rather than massed, although there are exceptions to the
2

generalization.

The purpose of the present study is to investigage this

problem further and to evaluate the optimum procedures for distributing
instructional material in computer-based spelling drills.

EXPERIMENT

SUbjects
The Ss were 29 students from a fifth grade class in an East Palo
Alto school.

Approximately 50% of these students score below grade

level on standardized reading tests; 20% are reading at the second and
third grade level.
The Computer System and Terminals
The computer which controlled the student terminals is a modified
PDP-l digital computer located at Stanford University.

It is a time-

sharing computer capable of handling over 30· different users simultaneously from a variety of input devices.

The audio system for the

spelling drills is controlled by a Westinghouse P-50 computer which,
in turn, is linked to the PDP-l.
The four student terminals are located at an East Palo Alto school
in a converted storeroom a short distance from the child's classroom.
Each terminal consists of a standard teletype machine and a set of earphones; both are linked to the computer at Stanford by telephone lines.
All four terminals were controlled by a single program on the
PDP-l; each student user was serviced sequentially in a round-robin
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Flow chart for presentation routine.
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cycle.
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Due to the extremely rapid speed of. the computer, the student

received the impression that he was getting "full-time" service, although actually the. computer was 'devoting only a small fraction of its
running time to any one individUal.
IBily Operation
A full-time monitor was on duty whenever the c,hildren were using
the teletypes.

Her presence was primarily a precautionary measure

that an adult would be available in case of an emergency.

80

The actual

check-in, presentation and evaluation of the drill, and the sign-out
were all handled by the CAl system and occurred as follows.
The student entered the roOlll, sat d OWl1 at a free terminal, and
put on his earphones.

The machine printed out, "Please type your nUDl-'

ber." (This whole routine had been explained to the students during a
two week orientation session.)

After the student typed in ,his identi-

fication number and depressed the space bar - the latter operation was
used as a termination signal for all student responses - the computer
printed the student' sname and the program was set in

ope,ra~ion.

The

message, "If you hear the audio, please type an 'a' and a space," was
then heard over the earphones.

If the instructions were followed, the

lesson began and each word was presented according to the sequence
given in Fig. L

\

The audio system presented a word, used :the word in a sentence, and
then repeated the word again.
machine typed a dash (-).
response.

As soon as the audio was through, the

This was the stUdent's signal to begin his

When he finished typing his answer, he depressed the space
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bar, and. the computer evaluated the answer.
followed by the typed message, " •••C••• n.

A correct response was
An incorrect· response was

indicated by the message, " ••• X••• , followed by several s,paces and a
correct spelling of the word.

If a response was not given in forty

seconds, the message, " ••• 'lV••• " was printed.

As on an incorrect ans-

wer, this message was followed by several spaces and the correct s'pelling of the word.

Following his response the student was given six

seconds to study the correct answer before the next item was presented.
Each time a new item was presented, all previous items were covered.
In the training sessions of this study, a "list" consisted of 12
such presentations) in the test sessions, 24 presentations,

When the

entire list had been presented, the machine printed out the following
information for the student:
date

~nd

his list number for 'the next session, the

ending time, and the number .of words he spelled correctq on

the day's ,session.

The drills were collected by the monitor and at no

time was the student given a copy of the words to study on his own.
Words
The words used in the experiment were taken from the New Iowa
Spelling Scale (Greene, 1954).

This scale is the product of the test-

ing of some 238,000 pupils throughout ,the country in the earq 1950' s
to determine the percentage of students that could spell a word correct\

ly at each grade level.

A list of the actual words used in the exper-

. 1ment can be found elsewhere (Fishman, 1967).

participated in all conditions).

The two main conditions were those
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of massed (M) and distributed (D) practice.

There were eight sets of

M2,

words: six of them were massed, designated Ml ,
and two were distributed, designated D and D •
l
2
sets contained three words.

Thus a total of 8 x 3 = 24 words were

used in the experiment for a given
consecutive days.
D sets.

M , M4 , M , and ~J
5
3
Each of these eight

2'

Training sessions ran for

~ix

Each session used one of the M sets and one of the

The M words were presented three times within a session,

whereas the D words were presented once.

Thus, there were 3 x 3 = 9

presentations of M items plus three presentations of D items yielding
a total of 12 presentations in anyone session.

Words from a different

M set were presented in each session and all the learning trials for
the set occurred on the same day.
sented on alternating days.

Words from a given D set were pre-

Table 1 sUDlJll8,rizes the daily presentations.
Table 1

A

Surr~ry

of the Word Sets Used During

the Six Training Sessions
- -

I

-

1

2

3

4

5

6

Massed

~-

M2

M

M4

~

M
6

Distributed

D \

D2

Dl

D2

Dl

D2

1

-

3

-

-

The arrangement of the list for the first train,ing session (day 1)
illustrates the procedure used for the entire training sequence.

The
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first' four items of the

d~'s

list consisted of the three words in

plus a randomly chosen word from D •
l

The second four items consisted

of t,he three M words plus a se~Ond randomly" chosen Dlword.
l
four items consisted of all three
from D .
l

~

M1

The last

words plus the remaining word

In other words,' the 12 presentations to a subject on any: day

were given in three blocks with four words ina block.

Each block con-

tained all three M words and a randomly" chosen D word.

The order of

the words within a block was randomly" determined.

Further, the assign-

ment of words to M and D sets was complete'ly", counterbalanced .over subjects, so that every word appeared equally" often in the various M and
D conditions.
Tests were administered 10'and 20 days after,the end of the training sequence.

The students did not receive any computerized drill

between the training and test days.

The basic test procedure consisted

of presenting the complete list of 24 words.

The order of the words

RESULTS

Figure 2 presents the proportion of correct responses over successive presentations of M and D items.

For example, on day '1, the

M1,

items were each presented three times; the proportions correct'for
each of the three presentations were averaged over subjects and plotted
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successive:q above "tl'aining session 1",

The D items were each
l

presented once; the mean propol'tion correct for these items is also

between two presentations of a massed item, whereas two days elapsed
.petween any two presentations of a distributed item.

-----------------------insert Fig. 2 about here

The tests were given on days 16 and 26.
presented in Fig. 2.

The test results are also

The six massed curves are .similal' in form; they

,all rise sharply, then drop 'off by the time the first test is administered.

In contl'ast, the two cHstributed curves rise more gradual:q

but do not sllow a drop off at the time of the first test.
All items were presented three timesdUTingthe training sequence
and once on each of the test days.

Figure 3 gives

th~

proportion

correct on 'each presentation avel'aged sepal'ately e:t'(er M andD items,
D1,lring the tl'ainingsequence, the proportion correct for 'the Mitems
increased frOm about .31 on the first presentation to .77 on the tllird
presentation, whereas the D items corre~pond:l.ngly :l.ncreased from about
,25 to .57.

The d1fferencebetween the average proportion

.'

.

correct on

,

the first presentation of M items and the first presentation of D
items was not significant at the .05 level using ll.paired t-test,

i(28) ,,1.58.

However, there is no reason to expect equality when we

note· that the data point fol'. the mean of the, IJlassed f:l.rst presentations
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came from all six training sessions whereas the data point for the
mean of the distributed first presentations came from the first two
training sessions.

In contrast, as indicated in Fig. 3, there were

significantly more correct responses on the second and third presentations of the M items than on the corresponding presentations of D items.
A paired i-test on the combined data from the posttraining tests
yielded i(28) = 2;44, which was significant at the .025 level, indicating that distributed practice resulted in better performance than
massed practice.

insert Fig.

3 about here

DISCUSSION
The major results of this experiment are: ,,) the' massed condition
was superior'to the distributed condition on the second and third presentations of the. training sequence and b) the distributed condition
was superior on both o'r the test sessions.

Thus, it ap~~ra that the

massed repetitions are better if one looks at short-term performance,
but in the long run more learning occurs when repetitions of an item
are well distributed •.
In this section, we analyze these data in terms of a model that
has been proposed to account for paired-assbciate learning.

OUr model

is a variation of the trial-dependent-forgetting model presented in
recent articles by Atkinson and Crothers (1964) and Calfee and
Atkinson (1965).

The learning of a list of spelling words can be said
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to resemble the learning of a list of paired-associate items; no assumptionis made that the two tasks are identical, yet there are
variables in paired-associatel:arning that clearly are relevant to
the spelling task.
In the model,

E!

is assumed to be in one of three learning states

with respect to a stimulus item:

a) state U is an up.learned state, in

which the subject responds at· random from the set of response alternatives, b) state S is a short-term memory state, and c) state L is along
term state.

The

E! will

always give a correct response to an item if it

is in either state Sor state L.

However, it is. possible for an item in

state S to be forgotten, i.e., to re.turn to state U, whereas once an
item moves to stateL it is learned in the sense that it will remain. in
state L for the relllB.inder of the experiment.

In this model, forgettilig

involves a return from the short-term memory state,S, to state U, and
the probability of this return is postulated to be a function of the
time interval between successive presentations of an item.
More specifically, two types of events are assumed to produce transitions from one state to another:

a) the occurrence of a reinforcement,

i.e., the paired presentation of the stimulus item together with the
correct response, and b) the occurrence of a time .interval between suc\

cessive presentations of a particular item.

The associative effect of

. a reinforcement ).S described by the following transition IIIB.trix:
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L

S

u

L

1

o

S

a

l-a

o
o

U

bx

(l-b)x

l-x

Thus, if an item.is in state U and the correct response is shown

to~,

then with probability (l-x) the item stays in state U, and with probability x the item moves into state S or L:

If it moves, then with prob-

ability b it moves into L and with probability (l-b) into S.

Similarly,

i f an item is in state S and the correct response .is shown, then with

probability a the item moves to state L, and with probability l-a the
item stays in state S.

Finally, if an item is in state

remains there with probability 1.

L,

then it

The parameter x is ass1llllE!d to vary

as a function of the familiarity of the items in the list being studied.
Thus, during the test sessions involving 24 familiar items, x will be
larger than during the initial study sessions involving 1.2 items, many
of which are presented for the first time.
From one presentation of an item to its next presentation, a tran-

sition can occur as described by the following matrix:
L

S

U

L

'1

0

0

S

0

l-f

U

0

0

t

f

1

t
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The parameter, ft' depends on the time interval between successive pre. sentations of the same item.

If a given item is in stateS .a time

in.,.

ter'val, t, between successive presentations may. result in forgetting of
the item (i.e., transition to state U) with probability :t't'

Otherwise

= 0 for short
t
time intervals within the range of a given training session. When the

there is no change in state.

For simplicity, we assume f

time interval is a day or greater, then we assume f

t

• 1.

In essence,

no forgetting occurs .from the short-term state within a given training
session, but from one day to the next no information is retained in
short-term store.

Furthermore, the above transition IIIl.trices

imp~

that L is an absorbing state; once an item enters state L it remains
there.

The model makes the additioI!ill aSsumption' that at the start of

the e~riment an item is already known (state L) with probability p,
or not ld.'lOwn, (state U) with probability I-p.
For tllis model, the difference between the M and D items on the
second and third presentations is due to a difference in the probabili tythat an item is in short-term memory (state S).

The parameter

characterizes the probability of going from state S to state L.

a

This

parameter can operate. on~ for the maElsed items, since it is impossible
.for a distributed item to be in state S when a reinforcement occurs.
\

A distributed item could go into state

Simmed1ate~ after

its presen-

tation, but from one presentation to its next, it would have been forgotten.

The probability of being correct on an item that is in state S

is one; thus the massed curves should be higher for the secondand·third
presentations.
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The assumption that' f

.. 1 when, the time interval is a day or
t
longer,means that short-term memory has been wiped out cOlJlPlete4" by
the time the first test is given.

Thus, superiority of the D items 'over

the M items in the test data indicates differences in the number of'
items in state L.

This in turn implies that the parameter b must ,be,

larger than the parameter a.

If b were smaller than a, we would expect

the M condition to do better than the D condition during both the training and test sessions, whereas if b'were equal to a, we would expect a
difference during the training sessions in favor of the M condition, but
none in the' test sessions.
Parameter estimates for the model were obtained by methods described in Atkinson and Crothers (1964).

The vallles which yielded the

best fit between observed and predicted proportions'were;
.~.

p ..

'.28

a = 0
b=

.38

x (for training sessions) ... 45
x (for test sessions) ... 74
These estimates were consistent with the notion that b should be larger
than a.

The model proposed here is similar to Greeno's (1964) model for

paired-associate learning in which he explicit4" requires the parameter
a to be zero.

Our findings for this more cOlJlPlex task indicate that his

theory and related research on paired-associate learning are relevant to
the' effect of repeated presentations of spelling items.

Figure 3 pre-

sents the fit between the observed and predicted proportions using the
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abo.veparameter estimates·.

Inspection of this figure indicates that

the model gave an adequate account of the results of the experiment. ,
To check the validity of these results, the same §.'s were run two
weeks later using precisely the same procedure but with a new set of
words.

Figure 4 presents learning curves for this replication campa-

rab1e to those presented in Fig. 3.

Application of the model to this

data yielded the fo11ow1ngset of parameter estimates:

.32

p =

a = 0

b = .33
x (for training sessions) • • 60
x (for test sessions) •• 72

Once again, the estimate of a is zero confirming our earlier result.
Also, in general, performance is superior in the second experiment,
suggesting that some form of 1earning-to-1earn may be operating in this
situation.
We have not carried out analyses that bear on some of the more
detailed featUres of the model.
rial used, it

s~ems

In fact, in view of the stimulus mate-

unlikely that these features would be verified.

What clearly needs to be dC?ne is to generalize the paired-associate
. model to take account of the linguistic constraints imposed by the
spelling task.

Some of our results and those of Knutson (1967) sug-

gest guidelines for such a model but we are not prepared to be more
insert Figo 4 about here
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Specific at this time.

Hopefu~

such a model would provide a more
.
.

definitive answer to the problem of optimizing the instructional
sequence in spelling drills.
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